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women, led by the late Claudia Jennings, who run a diner as a cover for
Mark Lester's
prostitution, then must fight the encroachment of the Mafia. I am not making
this up). Lester attempted to move into
the mainstream with his one major
studio film. Roller Boogie, for UA. An
awesomely stupid movie mounted on
the pudgy thighs of Linda Blair which
was actually worse than William Levey's
Filmed in Toronto in 1981, Mark Lester's Skatetown, U.S.A. The Canadian indusThe Class of 1984 was released in the try was dumb enough to star Blair in Wild
U.S. in '82, and has just received its Cana- Horse Hank, but at least didn't put her
in short skirts. People who think that the
dian release. It is easy to see why this
critic's life is one long film festival
exploitation action picture has taken so should spend a couple of months seeing
long to get a release; for whatever its everything that opens. It would be an
virtues as cinema, it is virtually unmar- illuminating and depressing experience.
ketable.
Roller Boogie failed to aid Lester in
The story is of a dedicated young
teacher who arrives at Lincoln High crossing over to the mainstream and
(actually Toronto's Central Tech I to find alienated those fans who enjoyed his
it under a reign of terror by a gang of claustrophobically violent earlier efforts.
Class of 1984 returns Lester to his
young punkers. Driven beyond endurance by their assorted outrages, he finally earlier territory, with extremely mixed
decides to fight fire with fire, suggesting results. The final half-hour of the pica remake of The Blackboard Jungle but lure, when Perry King as the teacher
with Charles Bronson in the Glenn Ford turns the tables on the baby-faced psychotics, and the orchestration of the
role. Unfortunately, the marketing of the
film's violent denouement rises to a
film features the punk villains in full bloody crescendo, with five deaths preregalia under the logo "We are the sented In quite novel ways and with a
future," - exactly the sort of campaign striking use of the possibilities provided
designed to drive away the adults who by a modem high-school, is weird and
might be drawn to the sort of social fascinating.
problem film that Class of 1984 pretends
These final scenes are the only time
to be, while drawing in a punk crowd
repelled by the way their own kind Perr>' King is especially convincing,
are portrayed as larcenous, destruc- because King is an actor with such very
tive murderers, dope dealers and pimps. strange eyes that there is always someHaving raised the sword of anarchy. thing slightly demonic about him (cf.
The Possession of Joel Delaney). Thus
Class of 1984 promptly falls on it.
in the film's relentlessly flat dialogue
The picture was directed by American scenes, the audience is alu ays waiting
Mark Lester, a man with one of the more for him to level the joint.
strangely cultish careers in the contemThere is some very good acting in the
porary cinema. Best known for Steel
Arena and Truck Stop Women Ian film, particularly from Roddy McDowell
as a biology teacher who flips out and
impossibly lurid film about a group of
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decides to teach his class at gun point;
Stefan Amgrim as Drugstore, the most
convincingly criminal of the punk gang ;
and Timothy Van Patten as the head of
the gang, in a thoroughly authentic
portrait of a very bright psychopath.
Someone - either Van Patten or the
picture's writers- have done a thorough
job of research on the symptomology of
the classic psychopath, and Van Patten
gives evidence of being by far the most
talented of his sprawling family of
actors.
Yet Class of 1984 falls down on the
very themes it proclaims. According to a
title card, there are thousands of acts of
violence committed every year in American schools, and the setting-up of
Lincoln High as a hotbed of violence is
quite thorough. Students are forced to
pass through a metal detector, halls are
covered with graffiti, and teachers sidle
nervously through corridors, as if expecting to feel the bite of the blade every
time they turn a corner. Yet the manifestation of undergraduate delinquency at
Lincoln High suggests that it Is a few bad
apples committing all the crime.
While the anarchy is supposed to be
pandemic, it is just as localized as it has
always been in teen problem movies.
The only time a filmmaker has been
able to display a state of non-stop chaos
in a high school was in Renee Daalder's
overly intellectualized Massacre at Central High, which neatly eUminated all
adult authority figures to present continuous anarchy as a social system.
Unfortunately, the makers of Class oj
1984 seem at odds over what the movie
is about. On the one hand is director
Mark Lester, whose attitude seems that
of the character in his 1977 film. Stunts,
who when told it was time for a real
movie scene, said "Fuck dialogue, lef s
blow something up ! !" On the other

hand is producer Arthur Kent, brother
of Peter Kent, and, when I was at Carlelon
University, the fair-haired boy of the
School of Journalism. Kent, with his
background in journalism, no doubt
wanted to make a seriousfilmabout the
problem of violence in the schools.
There are also writers Tom Holland,
the black wit who scripted Psycho II,
who seems responsible for Roddy McDowell threatening to kill his students,
and John Saxlon, creator of the l/sa
series, whose main contribution seems
to be turning the delicious Lisa Langlois
into a pink-haired gun moll. But the
basic creative tension between Kent
and Lester seems to have turned the
film into an exercise in creative schizophrenia, with the socially important
dialogue scenes losing out to Lestei's
delight in destruction.
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